DIGITAL WORLDS INSTITUTE

Director: James C. Oliverio
Graduate Coordinator: Justin Marlin

The Digital Worlds Institute exists to nurture leading edge education between the arts, communications, engineering and the sciences, utilizing advanced media systems and digital culture. By bringing together the diverse talents of University of Florida faculty, students, and staff in a multifaceted collaborative environment, the Institute serves as a platform for interdisciplinary research and teaching that would not have occurred within the confines of any one college or department. Through the use of interactive tools and technologies, the Institute promotes transdisciplinary creativity across classrooms, continents and cultures.

For more information, please see the program page below and our website: http://www.digitalworlds.ufl.edu.

Majors

- Digital Arts and Sciences (Arts) (http://gradcatalog.ufl.edu/graduate/colleges-departments/arts/digital-worlds/digital-arts-sciences/)

Faculty

Professor

- Oliverio, James Charles

Associate Professor

- Barmoutsis, Angelos
- Suvajdzic, Marko
- Winger-Bearskin, Amelia

Assistant Professor

- Kang, Hyo Jeong

Assistant In

- Jang, Seung Hyuk

Affiliated Faculty

- Bozia, Eleni
  Associate Professor
- Tremura, Welson Alves
  Professor